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Disclaimer: We are continually improving and modifying our product range and reserve the right to vary the specifications without prior notice. All dimensions and weights quoted are approximate
INSTRUCTIONS

FOR ATTENTION 1 2

3

4 5

6 7

CAUTION
Scissor sections
of frame are a 
pinching hazard

x1

Remove frame from bag. Extend the 
frame partially by pulling outwards. 

Apply canopy loosely over the frame.

Continue to extend frame 
by pulling outwards until 

corner snap button “clicks” 
into position

While standing on triangular
foot, extend the tent legs by
pulling up until snap button

“clicks into place. 

Pull canopy down tightly 
over the corners of the frame

Secure all interior velcro fastenings

• Take Shelter Down in    
  Heavy Wind
• Allow fabric to dry before
  putting away
• Store in cover bag when
  tent is not in use
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x1

A
Secure using Guy Ropes
and Pegs through Canopy Loops

Secure using Pegs through
the Holes in Tent Feet

option

B
option

Depress Snap Buttons on all
legs and retract lower 

section of the leg inside the
upper section.

Slowly collapse frame by
pushing in on itself. Remove
Canopy as it starts to slacken

Release Frame Corner
Auto Slider by pressing 

Snap Button 

Collapse frame entirely

1 2

3 4 5

Note: Hammer/Mallet required for pegs
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x1

Canopy as it starts to slackenSnap Button 

ASSEMBLY OF WALL(S) - OPTIONAL

ASSEMBLY OF HALF WALL(S) - OPTIONAL

NOTE: When adding the wall(s) to the tent, the 
legs on the frame (A) must be at their maximum 
extension height.

Slide the half wall support bar into the pole sleeve of the 
wall fabric. The support bar should go through the entire 
pole sleeve, with both ends of the pole sticking out from 
the pole sleeve. Ensure pre-drilled holes are visible.

Slide one support pole (D) with the push button into the 
middle pole (C). The push button should snap through the 
near side hole. Assemble the second support pole (D) the 
same way.

Attach the hallf wall clamps. Unscrew the knobs completely 
from the clamps (E) and use 2 separated pieces of the 
clamp to sandwich one  leg.

Place the one end of the support bar through the opening 
of the clamp, and lin  up the pre-drilled holes. Insert the 
thumb screw into the open holes and hand tighten the 
knob. Assemble the second clamp and support pole the 
same way on the opposite end.

Secure the hook-and-loop straps of the half walls around 
the tent legs.

1.

2.

3.

Secure the sides of the wall(s) by wrapping the 
hook-and-loop straps around the tent legs.

Attach the wall(s) to the valance on the tent using the 
hook-and-loop straps and or velcro attachments.

If the tent wall features zippers, walls can be connected 
by closing the zipper from bottom to the top.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.


